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Formula Lab DUO Truly Wireless + Truly Wired HiFi Earphones

Design 
Unique Truly Wireless Earphone design with MMCX connectors allowing the 
earphones to be used as wireless or wired depending on the situation

Classic Metallic Silver and Pure Black, or Modern Special Edition (SE) Champagne 
and Beige


Sound 
40,000 Hz^ Composite High Definition Drivers with high rigidity and low resonance 
properties that prevent the build up of residue vibrations for clean, undistorted sound

Sound designed and tuned by world-renowned Sound Architect characterised by an 
open, melodic sound signature with deep solid bass, sweet vocals and crisp highs

Native AAC and Qualcomm aptX™ audio for the best wireless sound quality

Special tuning to enhance frequency output between 1-3kHz (in Wired Mode) to offset 
low frequency background noise such as airplane engines for clear vocal and dialogue 
- ideal for movies and songs in air 

Oxygen-free Cables (OFC) for clean, near lossless signal transfer. SE Special Edition 
gets upgraded coffee-colour braided design for a more premium feel and look 

Wireless 
The newest Qualcomm QCC3026 BT engine with TrueWireless™ Stereo PLUS 
enabling direct, independent reception of both Left and Right audio channels from a 
compatible phone for the ultimate Truly Wireless experience

Minimal audio lag - ideal for watching video

Supports single earphone use (left or right earphone)
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User Convenience 
Soft, Touch Sensitive Control with volume, track and call functions for ease of use

Auto pairing to last device

8-hour playtime per charge with an extra 3 charges provided by the lightweight 
charger (equals to 32 hours of power on the go from full charge)


Additional Features 
Lifetime Antibacterial Protection conforming to Japan Industry Standard JIS Z2801 
for safety and effectiveness

FL SmartAmbi App for iOS and Android provides independent Left and Right battery 
status with environmental sound control for added safety when using in places where 
the ability to hear external noise is desirable


Specifications 
Model/Part Number: DUO/VS-3103/BK; DUO Special Edition/VS-3103/SE

Wireless Standard: BT5.0/Qualcomm® QCC3026 with Qualcomm TrueWireless™ 
Stereo Plus

Supported Codec: SBC, AAC, Qualcomm® aptX™ audio

Frequency Response: 20Hz - 20,000Hz (Wireless mode), 20Hz - 40,000Hz (Wired 
Mode^)

Speaker Type: 6.2mm Composite HD Full-Range Dynamic

Wired Connection: 1.2m MMCX Oxygen-free Cable with Mic and Volume Control

Battery Capacity - Earphone: 60mAh Li-Ion

Battery Capacity - Charger: 500mAh Li-Polymer

Weight - Earphone (each): 6g

Weight - Charger: 47g


Specifications are subject to change without notice 
Qualcomm TrueWireless is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. 
Qualcomm aptX audio is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. 
Qualcomm is a trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries. 
Qualcomm TrueWireless is a trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated.
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